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CREATEC is a company which specializes in the development, 
projection, manufacturing and setting of production line and 

robotic systems for industrial production processes.

Founded in 2013, we have been focusing on a constant innovation 
working system from the start, emphasizing on productive 

development and improvement for our clients.

We hold a wide experience in projects for bakers and industrial palletery 
worldwide. We also work with other industry sectors transferring our 

technological knowledegeand applying it to similar industries.

In CREATEC we benefit from having the best clients and feel thankful for 
their trust and opportunities.

ABOUT US

OUR SERVICES

We adapt to our clients exclusive needs and once analyzed and 
observed we provide the best solution so that their business 
multiplies its productivity, quality and efficiency.

Our team is the result of a careful selection of talent, in 
constant evolution, holding a great team of specialists 
nowadays, a team alligned with our vision and mission, in the 
various necessary disciplines to keep up with the cutting edge 
technology of the sector.

HOW WE DO IT

We analyze and study estrategies and possible solutions 
to be followed.

CONSULTING AND ADVICE

We set your project as soon as possible.

MANUFACTURING AND START UP

We take care of both maintenance and start up.

TECHNICAL SERVICE

We often keep in touch with customers so that they keep up 
with updates and innovations.

AFTER SALES SERVICE



FUNCTIONAL TRAY LINES

Specialists in Whipped Dough Products

Design and Manufacturing 
adapted to your needs

Possibility of Multiformats 
on the same line

TUNNEL OVEN MULTIFORMAT CAKES PRODUCTION LINES

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
TROLLEY OVEN LINES

Transportation 
of Trays

Fillings and Decoration Raw Paper Cup Demolding Oil Depanning Fillings Hot Automatic PalletingDosing

Automatic 
Packing in Box

Feeder Family 
Pack

Feeder Unitary 
Packaging

Cooling Fillings and Decoration cold


